Call of Revenge: A BBW Wolf-Shifter Romance (Sold to the Alpha
Book 5)

The complete, cliffhanger-free edition is
available
here:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B014GFMV4
C A BBW Wolf-Shifter Romance -- Book
Five of Six The rogue she-wolf turned
Alpha has every intention to leave her past
behind and start anew far away from
Germany, but first she has to finish
something. If only Avelyn had been a good
friend and changed into a werewolf, like
she was supposed to Now, her rival is
happy, healthy, and pregnant. She has
everything that should have belonged to
Sabine, and the she-wolf wont stand for it.
Avelyn has to die. Its a good thing she
doesnt have to rely only on her pack of
young werewolves. It seems there are other
shifters out there who cant wait to
challenge Max Blackmane and the peace
treaty. Max needs to protect his wife and
unborn child. When he realizes the Schloss
is an easy target for Sabine, he takes
Avelyn to Alma Venus Boarding School.
But, will this be enough to keep her safe?
There are enemies in the dark, waiting for
him to make a wrong move. It seems that a
personal feud has turned into a full-blown
war with political implications, and Max
isnt sure he can handle it. Then, theres the
mysterious ally who seems to have an
interest in Avelyn and her miraculous
recovery. Should they trust him? Hes much
more powerful than werewolves will ever
be, so they might not have a choice. This
is the fifth book in the Sold to the Alpha
completed serial. It is NOT a standalone. It
contains explicit language and sizzling hot
scenes that might set your Kindle on fire.
Intended for readers 18+. Approximate
word count: 27,000 words
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